"WALKING TO JERUSALEM"

CASSINGLE: "Walking To Jerusalem" by Tracy Byrd, MCACS 55049

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (16) Beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A (32 BEATS):
(4) "BASICS" --- DS RS (turn ¼ left on each)
               L RL (alternate feet)
(2) "CHARLESTONS" --- DS TCH(IF) TOE-HEEL RS
                     L R R R LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS

PART B (16 BEATS):
(1) "SLUR BRUSH" --- DS SLUR(XIB) DS BR(UP) (turn ½ left)
                    L R L R
(1) "PUSH-OFF" --- DS RS RS RS (move right)
                 R LR LR LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

CHORUS (48 BEATS):
(1) "MOONWALK" --- DS/KNEE KNEE KNEE KNEE (move back)
                  L R L R L R
(1) "UTAH" --- DS DBL(UP) (turn ¼ left) DS RS
               L R R LR
(3) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO MAKE A BOX
(1) "TOUCHES" --- DS TCH(IF) TCH(IF) TCH(IB) TCH(IB) DS
                 L R R R R R
                 TCH(OTS) TCH(OTS) ("stick out thumb" on
                 L L last two TCH's)
(1) "WALKOVER TWIST" (8 beats) --- DS S(X) S S DBL-TW(L) TW(R) CHUG RS
                   L R L R L BO BO L LR

ENDING (64 BEATS):
(1) "TOUCHES"
(1) "WALKOVER TWIST"
(4) "BASICS" (turn ¼ left on each)
(1) "WALKOVER TWIST"
(1) "TOUCHES"
(2) REPEAT BASICS AND WALKOVER TWIST

SEQUENCE: Wait 16, A, B, CHORUS, 2 Triples, A, B, CHORUS, A, B, CHORUS, END.
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